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ClearVue Signs MOU with yStop
Supplier of Advanced Outdoor Advertising and Street Furniture Seeking to Incorporate
ClearVue Glass into Outdoor Applications

Highlights


ClearVue signs MOU with outdoor advertising and street furniture supplier yStop



yStop to integrate the ClearVue technologies with its advanced outdoor applications



yStop to become exclusive distributor:
o In Western Australia for street furniture combining ClearVue glass with yStop’s street
furniture designs; and
o Nationally for an illuminated street sign combining ClearVue glass with yStop’s proprietary
street signage design

4 September 2018: Smart building material company ClearVue Technologies Limited (ASX:CPV)
(“ClearVue” or “the Company”) is pleased to announce that it has entered into a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with Global Smart Cities Pty Ltd (ABN 71 615 544 637) trading as yStop to integrate
ClearVue technologies into yStop advanced outdoor applications.
yStop has developed advanced street furniture designs including bus shelters, bus seats, street bins,
outdoor advertising panels, street signage and street signs (Street Furniture).
In relation to street signage, yStop has developed a proprietary combined street sign and advertising panel
that incorporates large aerial signage that is illuminated (Link™ Illuminated Street Signs).
yStop’s Street Furniture includes a range of digital technologies including: waste sensors for street bins,
lighting & sound, environmental sensors, digital community engagement information and story displays,
public wifi and displays for directional information, localised advertising apps and digital dashboards
(Digital Solutions).
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The MOU, amongst other things, provides the basis upon
which ClearVue and yStop will work together to introduce
and incorporate ClearVue’s solar glass solutions into
yStop’s Street Furniture and signs as follows:
1.

From the date of signing, yStop will exclusively
collaborate with ClearVue to develop and
integrate ClearVue’s technologies and solutions
into yStop’s Street Furniture and Link™
Illuminated Street Signs to power, or partially
power, the lighting and Digital Solutions yStop
employs in its Street Furniture and Link™
Illuminated Street Signs;

Illustration of a bus shelter with ClearVue's technology

2.

yStop will enter into a formal exclusive license agreement (or other exclusive agreement) with
ClearVue (the full terms of which are to be agreed) following successful completion of a trial
employing ClearVue technologies in a yStop bus shelter, Link™ Illuminated Street Sign or bin such
that ClearVue and yStop are satisfied as to the viability of the ClearVue Technologies for use in such
outdoor applications;

3.

The exclusive license agreement will set out the terms for yStop:
a.

becoming the exclusive Western Australian distributor for Clearvue integrated Street
Furniture products (excluding the Link™ Illuminated Street Signs) and other suitable
applications; and

b.

yStop becoming the exclusive Australian distributor for ClearVue integrated Link™
Illuminated Street Signs.

Commenting on the signing of the MOU, ClearVue Executive Chairman Victor Rosenberg said:
“The MOU between ClearVue and yStop represents our first collaboration opportunity where we will be able
to demonstrate the versatility of the ClearVue technology and products. By integrating our solar glass with
yStop’s illuminated street signs and advanced bus shelters, we will be able to demonstrate how ClearVue’s
technologies can be deployed in situations where grid connectivity isn’t possible or is difficult, yet clear, well‐
lit glass remains a requirement. Modern bus shelters require power, lighting, illuminated advertising,
electronic display advertising and information screens – the ClearVue solution is a great fit for this. Through
this MOU we hope to be able to show our potential to customers and to the broader market.”
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The Company continues to deliver on its plan to commercialise its revolutionary solarPV product. The
MOU with yStop represents the Company’s second interaction in the public amenities space, following a
small initial trial on a bus shelter operated by Adshel in Port Melbourne.
As outlined in the Prospectus at the time of listing, the Company will advance its business model through
licensing agreements and the sale and supply of its products, with the MOU with yStop representing a
strong case study of this business approach.
ClearVue remains focused on establishing a network of trials and partnerships to further expand the reach
of its solar glass technology.
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About ClearVue Technologies Limited
ClearVue Technologies Limited (ASX: CPV) is an Australian technology company that operates in the
Building Integrated Photovoltaic (BPIV) sector which involves the integration of solar technology into
building and agricultural industries, specifically glass and building surfaces, to provide renewable energy.
ClearVue has developed advanced glass technology that aims to preserve glass transparency to maintain
building aesthetics whilst generating electricity.
Solar PV cells are incorporated around the edges of an Insulated Glass Unit (IGU) used in windows and
the lamination interlayer between the glass in the IGU incorporates ClearVue’s patented proprietary nano
and micro particles, as well as its spectral selective coating on the rear external surface of the IGU.
ClearVue’s window technology has application for use in the building and construction and agricultural
industries (amongst others).
ClearVue has worked closely with leading experts from the Electron Science Research Institute, Edith
Cowan University (ECU) in Perth, Western Australia to develop the technology.
To learn more please visit: www.clearvuepv.com
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About Global Smart Cities Pty Ltd trading as yStop
yStop is Australia’s first broad‐scale, smart furniture provider.
Combining bespoke modular design, patented technology, custom reporting systems and a community‐
first business model, yStop draws on 18 years of West Australian experience and development to bring
the best street furniture to Australian spaces.
yStop was founded to help Councils better maintain and service public furniture using a locally‐focussed
SME business model. This aligns with a genuine community engagement ethos.
yStop's universal design provides for:
• environmental sustainability
• economic sustainability
• accessibility and inclusion.
yStop's future‐proofed designs embrace many sectors — including council, shopping and educational
districts ‐ and contribute to local communities in unique ways. yStop looks to technologies that bring the
best to each space.
yStop has recently commenced a long term contract with West Australia's largest Council ‐ the City of
Stirling which involves the upgrade of over 750 sites.
To learn more please visit: www.ystop.com.au

Forward Looking Statements
Statements contained in this release, particularly those regarding possible or assumed future
performance, revenue, costs, dividends, production levels or rates, prices or potential growth of ClearVue
Technologies Limited, are, or may be, forward looking statements. Such statements relate to future
events and expectations and, as such, involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results
and developments may differ materially from those expressed or implied by these forward‐looking
statements depending on a variety of factors.
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